Transformation Ritual 5:
Sacred Ritual for Manifesting the Golden Age on Earth

O Light of the Golden Age from out the Great Central Sun, from the heart of beloved Helios and Vesta, descend now! Beloved Alpha and Omega, the beginning and ending of all cycles, intensify your light and presence in the earth as men, angels, and elementals in concerted action give birth to the new age.

Beloved Lord Maitreya, release from thy causal body the keys to the Golden Age long awaited. Let the divine plan, the inner blueprint and light for the Golden Age be unveiled now for all hearts to see and embrace.

Come forth, cosmic beings and angels of the Golden Age who are determined that this planet shall manifest the golden age and ascend victorious! Friends of Freedom from out the Central Sun and the octaves of Light, come forth now! Descend into the heart of the earth and take dominion here! Descend into embodiment in every nation! Descend now, Cosmic Christs and lightbearers, and defend the Way of Peace.

Beloved Great Divine Director and beloved Saint Germain, awaken the lightbearers on earth in all nations to the oncoming descent of light! Touch our hearts and minds that we might be quickened. Raise us up to take our rightful places in the divine matrix for the Age of Aquarius!

Lo! I AM the Son of God! And I AM the authority for the Almighty One in the earth! Mighty I AM Presence, come down and sweep through me now! Blaze through me now! Establish your mighty dazzling light of perfection where I AM! Send forth the Word! Consume in me all ignorance of the Great Law!

Let illumination and enlightenment of the Great Central Sun Magnet flow through me! flow through me! flow through me! I will not take no for an answer! I summon legions of fiery salamanders, gnomes, sylphs, and undines, and hosts of mighty seraphim. Come forth and march with me into action in the sacred fire!

I AM the living presence of the ascension flame on earth. This blazing, accelerating flame that swirls around my presence is that very garment of my transfiguration, resurrection, and ascension.

My heart is a central sun, an all-consuming fire!

I AM the Resurrection and the Life! (3x)

I AM the Ascension in the Light! (3x)
I AM self-sustained by my inner sense of wholeness. And by that wholeness I stand against all odds for the principles of absolute Freedom, Peace, Truth and Universal Enlightenment manifested now on earth and in the hearts of all lightbearers thereon.

And by the authority of my mighty I AM Presence and Holy Christ Self, I speak directly to the heart of all Friends of Freedom, artisans of good works, children of the dawn! Awake! Awake! I say.

Friends of Freedom who cherish life and would keep it free, arise, for your hour has come! Arise, God-ordained leaders of the new age! Discard old ideas and outworn concepts and fulfill your unique destiny!

Come now into the Logos, the inner reason of your inner being. Sit up tall, move into the forcefield of your I AM Presence and know your reality! See how your forcefield, your body temple, is a point of contact in time and space. Look down upon yourself. Look down and see yourself as the altar of God in Matter.

Use that altar. Project light from the heart of your Identity, the I AM THAT I AM. Project that light as you stand in the center of the flaming Monad of your God consciousness.

O heart chalices of mankind, open! Children of the light, sons and daughters of God, open your hearts today. Open the doorway to your own budding divinity. Cease to look upon mortal aims, and consider the immortal aims of your existence.

In the name of my Mighty I AM Presence, let the light of Saint Germain's Causal Body of the Seventh Ray flash forth now with the causal bodies of all Lightbearers connected to this system of worlds! Pierce, then, all octaves of Darkness and the astral plane, and give the signal that this is the hour of a cosmic Declaration of Independence whereby we together shall enter the New Age!

The golden-age consciousness of Gautama Buddha, of the Cosmic Christ, of the bodhisattvas and all anointed ones of God now infuses every area of culture with the expanded, spherical consciousness of God!

Let light intensify cosmic creativity within mankind, and let the forcefield in the heart of the earth be the blazing sun of invincible fire. Let light flow! Let light flow! Let light flow! and let mankind come into a Golden Age of enlightenment, peace, and fulfillment in the flame of reality. The golden-age manifests now on each of the Seven Rays, each of the avenues of soul development!

First Ray

By the power of beloved Hercules and Amazonia, beloved El Morya, beloved Archangel Michael, beloved Lanello and Mother, and all of the first-ray masters, we receive now from
your causal bodies the fire that raises our love, raises our ideas into the conscious effort of the action required to bring the earth into a golden age.

_Elohim Hercules and Amazonia! (3x)_ Pour through the chalice of Elohim ribbons of white fire and blue lightning to disintegrate all misqualified human substance that opposes the light of the incoming Golden Age!

Direct your God-power into the cause and core of domestic and international terrorism, earth changes, and all that opposes God-government and leadership in the nations of the world! Let the divine matrix for God-government in all nations appear now!

Protect all freedom-fighters and lightbearers on the earth. _Raise_ them up! _Seal_ them by the power of the sacred fire! _Bind_ the Antichrist and all opposition to them now!

We call to the Mighty I AM Presence and Holy Christ Self of the lightbearers and Christed ones who are the statesmen, organizers and golden-age leaders both within and without the governments of the nations of the world:

_Arise, and fulfill your destiny! Prepare and take your ordained positions!_

**Second Ray**

Beloved Elohim Apollo and Lumina, Archangel Jophiel and Christine, beloved Lord Lanto, beloved God and Goddess Meru and legions of Wisdom's flame, intensify the action of the rod of illumination for the acceleration of illumination throughout the earth! Let this rod pulsating within the brain restore the Mind of God within all lightbearers and increase divine awareness on earth!

_Elohim Apollo and Lumina! (3x)_ Send the sacred golden fire of God's wisdom for the quickening of the crown chakra; for the education of the heart, mind and soul of the youth of the world; and for the right use of technology in education!

Let the magnet in the crown be the increase of the awareness of God as Father, God as the masculine ray. For this is the awareness that will polarize the true feminine. Therefore, let the tyranny of the perverted masculine go down! Let it be consumed by Cosmic Christ illumination! From the heart of the Elohim, let all that has hindered the true expression of the Divine Mother be consumed!

We call to the Mighty I AM Presence and Holy Christ Self of the lightbearers and Christed ones who are the teachers, philosophers, educators, and enlightened ones for the Golden Age:

_Arise, and fulfill your destiny! Prepare and take your ordained positions!_
Third Ray

Beloved Elohim Heros and Amora, Archangel Chamuel and Charity, beloved Paul the Venetian and legions of Love's Ray, intensify the action of the ruby-ray bricks you have embedded in the earth for the balancing of the inner levels of the earth closest to the core. I ratify the prophecy of Heros and Amora that through these ruby-ray bricks and the violet flame, the power of those who have persecuted the body of God in the earth will be curtailed!

Elohim Heros and Amora! (3x) Intensify your divine love on earth to defeat every force of anti-Love that opposes the union of twin flames and each one's union with the Higher Self! Flood the earth with oceans and oceans of divine love! Touch the hearts of all those who are destined to bring forth the divine arts and the beauty and the creativity of heaven!

We call to the Mighty I AM Presence and Holy Christ Self of the lightbearers and Christed ones who are the artists, designers, cultural leaders, and those of a creative nature for the Golden Age:

Arise, and fulfill your destiny! Prepare and take your ordained positions!

Fourth Ray

Beloved Elohim Purity and Astrea, beloved Gabriel and Hope, beloved Serapis Bey and legions of mighty Seraphim, release your white fire and circle and sword of blue flame around the cause and core of all that opposes the God-identity of every lifestream! Cut us free! Cut us free! Cut us free!

Elohim Purity and Astrea! (3x) Beloved Goddess of Light, Queen of Light and Goddess of Purity, send your white fire and your circle and sword of blue flame to counteract all substance abuse and addiction, suicide, the violation of the child and abortion.

Lock your cosmic circle and sword of blue flame around every pattern within me and within every child of God that keeps us enslaved to bad habits, carnal-mindedness or addictions of any kind!

We call to the Mighty I AM Presence and Holy Christ Self of the lightbearers and Christed ones who embody the Mother light and bring forth the perfect designs into physical form; architects, planners of the material world and all who are dedicated to the purity and discipline of any undertaking in the Golden Age:

Arise, and fulfill your destiny! Prepare and take your ordained positions!
Fifth Ray

Beloved Cyclopea and Virginia, Archangel Raphael and Mother Mary, beloved Hilarion, beloved Trismegistus and all those serving on the Fifth Ray of healing and precipitation, affix now our divine blueprints to our souls. Help us to manifest these blueprints and to fulfill our missions in life to the glory of God and in his service.

Elohim Cyclopea and Virginia! (3x) Penetrate planet earth with the emerald ray and the All-Seeing Eye of God to heal the nations, their economies and their peoples. Move into action now to halt the creation and spreading of harmful viruses and microbes, all germ warfare, and all misuses of music, technology and science, including genetic engineering and cloning. Blaze your healing light through all negative hereditary and environmental influences that would thwart our divine plans.

Release now the secret melodies that will remind the youth of ancient times, inner vows, and other years when beauty and love--even in etheric octaves--was their lot.

We call to the Mighty I AM Presence and Holy Christ Self of the lightbearers and Christed ones who are the physicians and healers, musicians, scientists, mathematicians and leaders of the divine economy for the Golden Age:

Arise, and fulfill your destiny! Prepare and take your ordained positions!

Sixth Ray

Beloved Peace and Aloha, Archangel Uriel and Aurora, beloved Lady Master Nada and all masters of the Sixth Ray, let the power of Peace descend now upon the nations of the earth!

Elohim Peace and Aloha! (3x) Send your brilliant purple-and-gold light of peace to stop all war and to consume all forces of anti-peace—within and without! Go forth now, ten thousand angels of peace, for the utter dissolution of war at every level! Let there be the stilling of all inner and outer conflict by the mighty flame of Peace.

In the name of Jesus Christ, Peace, Be Still! (3x)

We call to the Mighty I AM Presence and Holy Christ Self of the lightbearers and Christed ones who are the ministers, nurses, and ministering servants serving in all areas of life on the Sixth Ray in the Golden Age:

Arise, and fulfill your destiny! Prepare and take your ordained positions!
Seventh Ray

Beloved Arcturus and Victoria, Archangel Zadkiel and Holy Amethyst, beloved Saint Germain and Portia, beloved Omri-Tas, beloved Goddess of Liberty and beloved Kuan Yin, and all those serving on the Seventh Ray, send forth the violet flame to renew our lives and the very physical structure of the earth! Transform our consciousness!

Elohim Arcturus and Victoria! (3x) Send oceans and oceans of violet flame to transmute the cause and core of all fanaticism; all physical, emotional, mental and etheric pollution; and all that opposes the soul's one-on-one relationship with God! Let each soul of light realize self-transcendence through the empowerment of Elohim this day!

Raise up Friends of Freedom in every nation on earth. Raise up the Light of God within them! Raise up the mighty threefold flame! Raise up the Buddha! Raise up the Christ! Raise up the Divine Mother of Kuan Yin, Gautama Buddha, Avalokiteshvara—the Christ of Lanto and Lord Confucius, the Christ of Jesus and Kuthumi, beloved El Morya, and the entire Spirit of the Great White Brotherhood! And let the Christ of their own hearts descend—The LORD Our Righteousness!

Beloved Great Divine Director, release the divine matrix for the Aquarian Age of technological innovation, and economic, political, social, and spiritual freedom. Clear the way for the release of the new inventions, scientific formulas, techniques in art and in every field of human endeavor already developed by the ascended masters for the Golden Age. Braid together the twin paths of secular knowledge and spiritual knowledge and let there be the eternal reunion of the sacred science and the sacred religion.

We call for the strengthening of the figure-eight flow of light from the northern to the southern hemisphere of the Americas. Saint Germain, we pick up the torch of your launching the Aquarian Age in South America.

Clear the way for the descent of the Seventh Root Race into the nations of South America! Bind all opposition to their birth, education, and fulfillment of their role in Saint Germain's Golden Age! Let the divinely ordained educational systems be established now in the nations of South America! And let the fulfillment of cosmic cycles set forth as a pattern in South America now expand to encompass the whole world!

Beloved Mother Mary, beloved Jesus, quicken the hearts of those parents who will receive these souls! Rise up, daughter of dominion! Rise up, son of dominion! And let the will of God be expressed through you this day! Rise and accept the opportunity of the dawn to give birth to these souls, to nurture and raise them to love God and to fulfill their destiny.
Beloved Saint Germain and Portia, Goddess of Justice, expand the flame of Cosmic Justice and awaken in every heart the desire to serve the immutable causes of God! Let this awakening create on earth here and now a new ordination of priests of Light after the Order of Melchizedek. Priests whose concern is not with generation alone, but with *regeneration*, wherein a new race of sons of Light and Love shall flood the earth with the song of the Cosmic Christ and the chorusing of the angels.

I call upon the Law of Forgiveness and I extend forgiveness to all life, for forgiveness is the key to the Golden Age, and the alchemy of salvation, transmutation, freedom and deliverance.

We call to the Mighty I AM Presence and Holy Christ Self of the lightbearers and Christed ones who are the diplomats, priests of the sacred fire, spiritual alchemists, actors, writers, and defenders of freedom for the Golden Age:

*Arise, and fulfill your destiny! Prepare and take your ordained positions!*  

Beloved Seven Mighty Elohim, in the name of Oromasis and Diana, Aries and Thor, Neptune and Luara, Virgo and Pelleur, raise all elemental life up to the vibratory frequency of Christed man!

Beloved Gautama Buddha, sponsor of elemental life, give that divine freedom to the elementals of fire, air, water and earth that they might be released from negative matrices and be free to create God's kingdom on earth: the blue skies, the verdant hills, the sparkling waterfalls, and all of the glorious manifestations in nature.

Angel devas of the Holy Spirit, come forth now from the vast reaches of the earth untouched by man! From forests and mountain heights, come forth, angel devas! Blend your spirals with the spirals of our hearts and let them be one with the wilderness consciousness of the Spirit and of the Mother.

Hover over the lightbearers and begin the building of the new heaven and the new earth. Line upon line, precept upon precept, let the temple rise within the chamber of the heart as a perfect blueprint of Golden Age building, of mother culture, of nature's God.

Beloved Omri-Tas, we draw down through the power of your causal body, the etheric plane into the physical—every manifestation of every temple of light—the golden cities, the architecture and the divine art. Let it manifest *now!*

We are the magnet of the golden man of the heart! We are the sacred fire that impels ascension's currents to flow once again out of the etheric octave into the very valleys of the
earth, into her streams, and under the earth for the holding of the balance for those lifewaves that are evolving, even nigh the center of this sphere.

Thy kingdom come on earth as it is in heaven! With humility within and boldness without, we draw down a golden age! We anchor it in our four lower bodies and the four lower bodies of the planet. *The Golden Age descends now from the etheric octave to the physical plane!*

The golden-age man and woman, and the Aquarian-age child step forth now clothed with the righteousness of the Sun!

All know God and the sacred religion that is written within their hearts, for God *is Love* and this is the religion of the Golden Age. Children are taught in their mothers' wombs and at their mothers' breasts the meaning of universal life. Every youth at the age of thirty-three has earned the choice to ascend or to remain in embodiment to become a master of the Matter Cosmos and become a world teacher and benefactor of others!

All manifest perfect health, radiating Christic light and having the glow of the golden-pink glow-ray upon their countenances and in their body temples. And thus a new race and a new civilization is manifested that shall transcend all other races by the action of the Threefold Flame within the heart.

All act in accordance with the Golden Rule, creating a kingdom of spiritual values where Life, Light and Love under brotherhood brings in an unprecedented era of peace on the earth. All walk and talk with the ascended masters and live in the sacred culture of the Divine Mother.

We *leap* into the very heart of Victory's flame! We dance with Victory's legions of light! And we have a mighty God-momentum of determination that, once and for all, the souls of light who have descended with the Ancient of Days *shall* forge and win, *shall* manifest that place in the sun, *shall* produce a victory that shall allow every member of those twelve tribes to come home to God!

*The victory of the golden age manifests on earth!*

*The earth is the Lord's and the fullness thereof!* (3x)

*In the name of my Chrised reality, I am a chalice for Elohim forevermore!*

*Amen.  OM*

*Text taken from the words and concepts of the Ascended Masters in the *Pearls of Wisdom* published by Church Universal and Triumphant.*

Compiled by Nancy Showalter for Spiritual Awareness Fellowship.